THE COLORADAN
CUSTOM ISLAND PROGRAM

BASE STYLES
SIDE SHELVES

TAPERED LEGS

LARK BUNTING
TOP OPTIONS:

BASE:
WALNUT WITH CLEAR STAIN

WALNUT WIDE
PLANK SLAB

COLONIAL
WHITE GRANITE

“CARRERA”
QUARTZ

TAJ MAHAL
QUARTZITE

WESTERN TURTLE
TOP OPTIONS:

BASE:
WHITE OAK

WHITE OAK WIDE
PLANK SLAB

COLONIAL
WHITE GRANITE

“CARRERA”
QUARTZ

TAJ MAHAL
QUARTZITE

BIG HORN
TOP OPTIONS:

BASE:
WALNUT WITH DARK STAIN

WALNUT WIDE
PLANK SLAB

COLONIAL
WHITE GRANITE

“CARRERA”
QUARTZ

WHITE PEARL
QUARTZITE

PRICING
Below pricing includes either base custom fitted to your specific unit.
—
Any custom features or additional requests beyond the standard bases will incur an hourly fee.

PRICE RANGE

STYLE
BUTCHER BLOCK
COLONIAL WHITE GRANITE
CARRERRA MARBLE QUARTZ
WHITE PEARL
TAJ MAHAL

7,065
7,135
8,728
8,550
9,116

8,076
11,263
13,261
14,961

*If we are able to share a slab across multiple buyers we can bring the price down.
*Pricing will vary depending on the size of slabs available and which slabs various buyers desire.
—
Please contact Studio Lambiotte to see what other orders are in the queue
and we will do our best to accommodate everyone, i.e. share slabs across buyers.
—
Please reach out to Tori Hess with questions and / or to place orders. tori@studiolambiotte.com

MATERIALS
Wide Plank Wood Tops: Wide plank wood counter tops are a wonderful natural material to have in your kitchen. Wood is
warmer than stone and great to the touch. Wood tops will be sealed when we deliver the islands, but they will require
somewhat regular care especially in the beginning. If you want something that is completely maintenance free this is not
the top for you.

Colonial White Granite: This is a beautiful and affordable granite that is resistant to heat, scratching and stains. Granite is a
natural stone and an incredibly durable material that requires very little maintenance. It has always been a go to material
for serious cooks and bakers.

Quartz: Quartz is a man-made material and the most durable surface you can get. If you’re looking for a bombproof kitchen
this is the material for you! The quartz we have selected mimics Carrera marble. While it isn’t an exact match it will be
pretty close and you won’t have to worry about this staining like you would a natural marble product.

White Pearl and Taj Mahal Quartzite: Quartzite is a natural stone that has the look and feel of marble combined with the
durability of granite. In other words you get the incredible beauty without the hassle and maintenance of a true marble.
This material is easy to clean and extremely versatile. There is nothing that comes close to the combined beauty and
durability of Quartzite.

